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QUESTION 1

A business receives a total of 2,000 forms a day via fax and standard mail. Each form consist of two 

single-sided pages. 60% of the forms are received via standard mail. The faxed forms are directly 

captured electronically for the document management. How many pages will pass through the scanner a day? 

A. 1,200 

B. 2,000 

C. 2,400 

D. 4,800 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

User interfaces for a Document Management System (DMS) can include which of the following? 

A. Printer and driver software 

B. Scan, search, and retrieval software 

C. Storage and backup software 

D. Fax driver software 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Currently, corporate headquarters maintains a central document repository with a Records Manager that maintains
custody of these confidential documents. There are 18 branch locations connected via intranet with six new additional
locations opening within the year. If a branch office needs confidential documents, an e-mail request is sent to the
Records Manager who will then fax or overnight the documents to the branch locations. What would be the impact of
implementing a browser-based request and delivery solution for the Records Manager? 

A. The position would be eliminated. 

B. There would be no impact on job functions. 

C. They would be overburdened with training end-users, maintaining servers, and adding new users as branches
added. 

D. The job function would be easier with higher levels of job satisfaction. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A finance company receives 10,000 documents per week. 40% of the documents arrive on Tuesday morning. The
customer has a five-day work week with seven-hour workdays. Their office space can accommodate only one scanner.
What is the minimum effective throughput required for the scanner in order to handle the volume? 

A. 6 pages per minute (ppm) 

B. 10 ppm 

C. 18 ppm 

D. 22 ppm 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Certkiller scans 500 8,5" x 11" two-page, duplex documents every day as 300 dpi Group 4 TIFF images. If each imaged
page is an average of 50KB, approximately how many days can they operate before they run out of storage space on
their 60GB hard drive? 

A. 300 days 

B. 600 days 

C. 950 days 

D. 1,200 days 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An Implementation Plan for a new imaging application should contain which activities? 

A. Forms design, create the document retention strategy document and layout the workflow rules and roles. 

B. integrate the production imaging system into the exsiting netwoke,connect it with the legacy systems,upgrade all of
the desktop computers. 

C. Verify that images are delivered to the desktop, that the records are written in the database, and check that the
images are stored on optical disks. 

D. difine production producers,creat user and techcical documention,administration and plan the roll-out in the
organization. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

A scanning operator in a law firm will be scanning a large volume of documents that will be submitted electronically to a
court. The scanning operator should have knowledge of: 

A. Printer Control Language (PCL). 

B. imprinting. 

C. endorsing. 

D. TIFF tags. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

When reviewing potential software choices to propose to a client, the MOST important aspect to consider from the
following is: 

A. the price of the potential software solution. 

B. how well the software meets the clients needs. 

C. the cost of the annual maintenance agreement of the software. 

D. how robust the software is. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When recommending the indexing structure for a client who is converting from a hard copy file room to an electronic
document storage solution, the BEST method for indexing would be to: 

A. design a new indexing system as part of the proposed solution. 

B. model from the existing index structure. 

C. always select indexes the client is comfortable with. 

D. not index; it is not necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A bank assesses its current imaging needs and determines that it must install a more robust imaging 

system to be fully functional three months before the end of its financial year. The main requirement is to 
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ensure that all data is collected prior to its yearly audit. Which of the following situations will LEAST threaten the bank\\'s
objective? 

A. Quality problems causing reworking of data. 

B. Cost escalation due to increased labor to meet the deadline. 

C. Under-resourcing causing time slippage and missed milestones 

D. Scope creep resulting from inadequate determination of requirements. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer wants a comprehensive quote / budget from vendors in response to a Request For Proposal (RFP). The
customer wants all elements of the project factored in the quote. What kind of budget model is the customer seeking? 

A. Time and materials 

B. Fixed cost 

C. Mixed cost 

D. Time and materials with cost cap 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A client has to output documents and their associated metadata to many disparate systems, most of 

which are not controlled by the client. Which of the following technologies would best facilitate this output? 

A. XML 

B. API 

C. DDE 

D. BLOBs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Certkiller is currently experiencing extreme network slow downs during peak periods of network traffic 

which occur during peak images times. To solve this problem the network administrator should be advised to do which
of the following? 
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A. Upgrade imaging workstations. 

B. Schedule user disconnects from the network. 

C. Schedule release of images for off-peak hours. 

D. Limit network rights of those running imaging equipment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The scanned file size of an 8.5 x 11 inches (A4) page with 300 dpi (12 dots per mm) resolution and a bit depth of one at
TIFF Group 4 compression is: 

A. 25 KB. 

B. 50 KB 

C. 75 KB. 

D. 100 KB. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A utility company is required to make board meeting notes publicly available. What would be the MOST efficient and
cost effective method to meet this need? 

A. Fax them to anyone who requests them 

B. Print copies and make them available in the lobby 

C. Post the documents on a web server 

D. E-mail them to anyone who requests them 

Correct Answer: C 
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